The Ukrainian Crisis and its Effect on the Research Enterprise
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Destructions and losses of scientific and education infrastructure

- **90** institutions of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine damaged
- **20** universities and colleges destroyed
- **140** universities and colleges damaged
The research results on the place of the teaching staff’s residence (%)

- 47.2% did not change their place of residence
- 38.1% are in Ukraine, but changed their place of residence
- 14.7% are abroad
The survey results on the change of research topics by scientists (%)

- 70% would like to continue the same topics of research.
- 30% are ready to change and adjust research topics.
The impact of the war on Ukrainian universities

1. Physical destruction of university buildings, material resources, infrastructure
2. Difficult psychological condition of teachers, scientists, and students
3. A significant decrease in funding
4. Closure of some scientific projects
5. Loss of customers for R&D, and scientific and technical services
6. Dispersion of scientific personnel throughout the country and abroad
Glory to Ukraine!